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This quote reinforces the idea that firms are able. Available at http Other Popular Essays. With a well rounded
marketing plan, and taking into account the many different aspects of the environment any product can have a
chance at success. The organizational culture ideally influences its decisions and actions Tharp, n.
ConclusionList of References1. This will then improve customer loyalty and in the long run make more
money. This essay will discuss the pros and cons of corporate responsibility for the Macro Business
Environment words - 4 pages Macro Business Environment: There are many different environments in
marketing which will influence how successful a product will be. Both can be difficult to clearly define and
distinguish when analyzing an organization. This may include using the web portal to enhance logistics, create
new marketing channels for example affiliate channels or provide better or faster product access for
customers. Organizational culture mainly shows the value and the roles inside the organization. Organizational
culture is a shared value system derived over time that guides members as they solve problems, adapts to the
external environment, and manage relationship Schein in Wooten and Crane , Vol. References; 1. If this does
not happen the business may be felt behind as the market progress and grows with new technology along with
their customers. By nature, the exploration and production of oil and gas is seen as particularly vulnerable to
several of these factors and as such are further analysed in this report. The organizations act as social tools to
build the relationships between the individuals. Leadership in organizations starts the culture formation
process by imposing their assumptions and expectations on their followers. Firstly any firm that is considering
the introduction of new technology will first have think about the initial investment. Other ways that
businesses can use new technology to enhance their competitive advantage is via their websites. With firm
simply using their websites as a means to explain what their business is and show off their product portfolio.
The introduction of the new machinery may mean that less staff is now needed in that area of the production
line. In addition, they know who to report to with the aid of a good structure. People join number of
organizations during their life. There is no single definition for organizational culture but the concept consists
of socially developed rules of conduct that are shared by members of an organization. Cost â€” It is the
amount of expenses that have to be paid or spent in terms of money to buy a good or service. Organizational
culture positively influences organizational behavior. The nature of China's corporate sector5. Organizational
culture creates a unique identity that diversifies an organization from its opposition. However, Cohen critically
analyses definitions from Dracker , Eisenhower , Northouse and finally summarised the definition of
leadership constitutes five elements. Furthermore, the previous studies about the relationship between
organizational culture and the success of project management will be referred to. They employ 35, people and
operate in 48 countries. Organizational culture and national culture are significantly important in current
marketing environment. There are several factors that affect the aspects of the business environment such as
benefits, costs, and risks of conducting business. One of the most popular and most successful ways of doing
this is by the introduction of new technology to a business.


